Abstract. We present a tool for interactive exploration of graphs that integrates advanced graph mining methods in an interactive visualization framework. The tool enables efficient exploration and analysis of complex graph structures. For flexible integration of state-of-the-art graph mining methods, the viewer makes use of the open source data mining platform KNIME. In contrast to existing graph visualization interfaces, all parts of the interface can be dynamically changed to specific visualization requirements, including the use of node type dependent icons, methods for a marking if nodes or edges and highlighting and a fluent graph that allows for iterative growing, shrinking and abstraction of (sub)graphs.
fly. We will show the three best performing modules SVM recommender, the CF recommender, the Random category recommender and the logging server running live. They will be exposed to millions of requests and hundreds of new stories. We will also provide a web client allowing interested participants to delete cookies, construct their own history and asses the quality of the recommendations. 
Conclusions
In this work, we proposed an SVM based news article recommendation system and we compared its performance against several state-of-the-art alternatives. We proved via large scale real-world experimental tests that it outperforms the alternatives. The system is robust against overspecializing as we recommend categories as opposed to individual stories. It implicitly uses collaboration by taking into account context and popular items (i.e. users who are interested in the same categories visited these stories the most) and it can handle new users by using context information. A unique characteristic of our system is that it prefers freshness (6 hours time window) over relevance.
Introduction
Today's search is still concerned mostly with keyword-based searches and the closed discovery of facts. Many tasks, however, can be solved by mapping the underlying data to a graph structure and searching for structural features in a network, e.g. the connection between certain pages in Wikipedia 1 or the environment of a specific document. Exploring a hyperlink structure in a graph representation enables these tasks to be fulfilled much more efficiently. On the other hand, graph visualization can handle quite large graphs, but is rather static, i.e. the layout and presentation methods calculate the graph visualization once and are well suited for interactions, such as adding or removing nodes. One of the famous graph layout methods, the Spring Force Layout, can yield very chaotic results when it comes to small changes in the graph, leading to a completely different layout if just one node is removed. Since a user relies on the node positions during interaction with the graph, such behavior is not desirable.
With the Creative Exploration Toolkit (CET), we present a user interface with several distinct features:
-support of interactive graph visualization and exploration, -integration of a modular open source data analytics system,
